A three dimensional serial reconstruction of neuronal distributions in the hypostome of a Hydra.
The numbers, types, and distributions of neurons in a hypostome of Hydra littoralis were determined from electron micrographs of serial (0.25 μm thick) sections. In 1,080 serial sections examined we found 75 sensory cells and 949 centrally located ganglion cells. More than 96% of the 1,024 neurons identified had a single cilium. Sensory cells were most numerous near the apex of the hypostome. Proceeding away from the apex, they steadily decreased in numbers; at 120 μm they were no longer observed. Ganglion cells were bimodally distributed; some were associated with sensory cells at the apex, but most were found at the sites of tentacle origin. We observed, throughout the hypostome, a total of 64 neuronal clusters (three or more contiguous neurons), with an average of five and a maximum of 11 neurons in a cluster. Clusters were distributed similarly to ganglion cells: an initial concentration of clusters near the apex; the majority at the hypostometentacle junctions. Each neuron identified was traced through succeeding sections in which it was observed. We used a three coordinate system to create a three-dimensional reconstruction of the neuronal locations in the hypostome. Although the functional significance of the neuronal distributions we observed is unknown, we suggest that neurons at the apex of the hypostome transduce sensory information involved in feeding behavior. The neuronal concentrations at sites of tentacle origin may be responsible for initiating Contraction Burst Pulses associated with rhythmic behavioral patterns of Hydra or coordinating tentacle movements involved in prey capture, ingestion or locomotion.